English: In English this term we will be

Mathematics: In Mathematics this term we will

Art/D&T: In Art we will be using the

exploring our water topic by looking at water

be focussing on number and place value

famous artist, Monet as a stimulus to

based myths and legends. We are going to be

(hundreds/tens and units). We will be also be

create our own 3D water lily scene

practicing our addition and subtraction skills up

using marble paints and tissue paper.

looking at the Scottish/Icelandic legend of
the Selkie. To help us we will be watching
Song of the Sea which is a beautiful animated
story of a young Selkie child. We will also be

to 100 and extending this to multiplication
(x2/x5/x10 tables) and division.

reading 'Can you Catch a Mermaid?' By Jane

In DT we will be planning/making and
evaluating our own Boats to test.

Oak Class Summer Term

Ray to explore the legend that is the

ICT: During ICT this term we will be using

mermaid. These will then help us to write our
very own version of a water myth/legend.

Spanish

Water

iMovie on the iPads to sequence the growth

er

weather icons using the Paint program on

of our beans/peas. We will also be drawing
the laptops as well as searching/printing
images to back up our coast based

The children will continue to learn how

geographical language.

to say different colours, numbers and
simple Spanish greetings through songs

PSHE: This term, every Tuesday afternoon,

and games.

Mrs Chapman will be continuing to take PSHE
focusing on the topic of Relationships.

Science: In Science we will be carrying
on nurturing our very own bean/pea
plants in our outside area and we will be
continuing to spend lots of time planting
various flowers and vegetables ready to
sell at our Summer Fayre. We will also
be looking at different types of trees
(deciduous and evergreen) and going on
our very own plant walk.

P.E:

with Tom

the coach every
Thursday and he
will be continuing
to work on multiskills with the
children.

Geography: In geography we are going to
be looking at the world’s oceans/what
lives within them and starting a class
project where we look at the differences
and similarities (land/weather/culture
etc) between the UK and Iceland.

Music: Singing Practise in
school every Tuesday
morning. Year 1’s will
continue to have music
lessons with Mr Walker
on Wednesdays.

